In Person Services
$50 The Style Dial® Workshop: a 2-hour Group Event with you and 8-12 friends ($50 per person). Each
guest will receive a shopping tool packet, a personal Style Dial ®Analysis plus learn valuable information on
what style dresses, shirts, pants, jeans and accessories will make the most of their unique shape.
** If you purchase a follow-up service at a Workshop your $50 Workshop fee applies to that individual service.
Workshop Hostess receives an additional discount. ***

$120 per Person ($600 Total) The Group FashionistaTM: a 6-hour experience for up to 5 women ($120 per
person). This package includes a private Style Dial ®Workshop, Shopping Field Trip, shopping tool kits and
complete Style Dial ®Analysis. Learn shop, laugh, and go home with purchases that fit you and your budget.
$235 The Closet OverhaulTM: a 2-hour closet review, organize and edit. This signature service includes a
complete Style Dial ®Analysis and follow-up priority shopping list.
$185 The Closet OverhaulTM if purchased at Workshop **
$135 The Closet OverhaulTM Hostess Discount ***
$30 Take it Away: All items will be loaded up and donated at a local thrift shop.
$235 The Shopping Field TripTM: a 2-hour shopping experience. The dressing room is ready upon arrival to
maximize styling experience. This signature service includes a Style Dial ®Analysis and outfit images.
$315 The Extended Shopping Field Trip TM: a 3-hour extended shopping experience.
$185 The Shopping Field TripTM if purchased at Workshop**
$265 The Extended Shopping Field Trip TM if purchased at Workshop**
$135 The Shopping Field TripTM Hostess Discount***
$299 Pack Me Please: Need help packing for whatever adventure you may be embarking on? This 3 hour
package includes pulling together outfits with take along photos to maximize space in your suitcase, a list of
needs before leaving and even a few packing tips.
$800 The Dial DivaTM ($699 if purchased at Workshop): a year round Personal Stylist for those special ladies
that want service when they need it. Included are a Spring & Fall Closet Overhaul, a Spring & Fall 3 hour
Shopping Field Trip, and a special “send it when I see it” and “out and about” shopping service. Al la carte
services can be exchanged. Total approximate hours are 10.
Payment options – monthly/annually
$80 I need more Time: Each additional hour in the closet or more time shopping is available.
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Mini Services
$99 The Style Dial® Consult: a 1 hour in person consult. This item includes a personal Style Dial ®Analysis and
private mini Style Dial ®®Workshop with a list of wardrobe “must-haves”.
$99 The Special Item Shop: a 1 hr Shopping Field Trip. This is the ideal gift for the person who hopes to find
the perfect special occasion piece, jeans, or bathing suit.

Virtual Services
$50 The Special Item Find: We’ll comb the online retailers for “that” special item. Whether it is a holiday
dress, the perfect suit, the “fit right” jeans or the winter getaway beach wear, we’ll steer you to the options
that match your shape. Includes an online resource page of up to 4 glorious item suggestions and a Style Dial
®Analysis.
$50 The Style Dial®One on One: 30 minute consult live via streaming video with a Stylist. This gift includes a
complete Style Dial ®Analysis and mini Style Dial ®Workshop. The person who unwraps this will uncover the
right shirts, jackets, pants, dresses and skirts to show off their assets and conceal their trouble spots.
$250 The Virtual Style Dial® Workshop: 1.5 hours of live streaming video with a Stylist who will deliver a
complete Style Dial ®Workshop for up to 5 women ($50 per participant). Each participant will receive a
full Style Dial ®Analysis and learn via an interactive presentation what types of shirts, jackets, pants, dresses
and skirts are best for their unique shape.

Group speaking, group training, group shopping and classes at local businesses are also available.
We do our best to “Dress you Daily”.
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